Tri-phase all-optical switching and broadband nonlinear optical response in Bi2Se3 nanosheets.
This paper describes the tri-phase all-optical switching and broadband nonlinear optical response in Bi2Se3 nanosheets. Using Bi2Se3 nanosheets dispersion solution as the sample, the spatial phase of controlled light can be modulated as three phases (unchanging, focusing, diffraction) by changing the incident intensity of controlling light. The mechanism is conjectured that the controlling light changes the phase distribution of overlapping region and then modulates the phase distribution of the controlled light. Based on Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm, the phase distribution of the controlling light and controlled light is retrieved from the transmitted patterns. In dynamic spatial self-phase modulation (SSPM) experiment, the three processes including self-focusing, self-diffraction ring formation, and self-diffraction ring deformation can also be observed. In addition, the SSPM of controlling light is measured at the typical wavelengths from 350 nm to 1160 nm, which demonstrates that this all-optical switching is available in broadband. These results provide the great potential of Bi2Se3 as an all-optical switching for various optoelectronic applications.